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Introduction
Kenwood Vineyards is located on a 33-acre parcel, at 9592 Sonoma Highway in the Kenwood
unincorporated area in the County of Sonoma. The winery operations currently include a
vineyard (approximately 25 acres of vines), wine production facilities, a public wine tasting
room, tours and agricultural promotional events.
This report provides an assessment of noise resulting from the proposed project located in
unincorporated Sonoma County. The purpose of this study is to evaluate noise levels attributable
to project operations with regard to the regulatory criteria established by the Sonoma County
General Plan.
The report first provides a brief discussion of the fundamentals of environmental noise to assist
those who are not familiar with acoustical terminology or concepts and then provides a summary
of the applicable regulatory criteria used in the assessment. Existing noise levels in the project
vicinity are then described and an evaluation of project-generated noise levels is made.
Fundamentals of Environmental Noise
Noise may be defined as unwanted sound. Noise is usually objectionable because it is disturbing
or annoying. The objectionable nature of sound could be caused by its pitch or its loudness. Pitch
is the height or depth of a tone or sound, depending on the relative rapidity (frequency) of the
vibrations by which it is produced. Higher pitched signals sound louder to humans than sounds
with a lower pitch. Loudness is intensity of sound waves combined with the reception
characteristics of the ear. Intensity may be compared with the height of an ocean wave in that it
is a measure of the amplitude of the sound wave.
In addition to the concepts of pitch and loudness, there are several noise measurement scales
which are used to describe noise in a particular location. A decibel (dB) is a unit of measurement
which indicates the relative amplitude of a sound. The zero on the decibel scale is based on the
lowest sound level that the healthy, unimpaired human ear can detect. Sound levels in decibels
are calculated on a logarithmic basis. An increase of 10 decibels represents a ten-fold increase in
acoustic energy, while 20 decibels is 100 times more intense, 30 decibels is 1,000 times more
intense, etc. There is a relationship between the subjective noisiness or loudness of a sound and
its intensity. Each 10 decibel increase in sound level is perceived as approximately a doubling of
loudness over a fairly wide range of intensities. Technical terms are defined in Table 1.
There are several methods of characterizing sound. The most common in California is the Aweighted sound level (dBA). This scale gives greater weight to the frequencies of sound to which
the human ear is most sensitive. Representative outdoor and indoor noise levels in units of dBA
are shown in Table 2. Because sound levels can vary markedly over a short period of time, a
method for describing either the average character of the sound or the statistical behavior of the
variations must be utilized. Most commonly, environmental sounds are described in terms of an
average level that has the same acoustical energy as the summation of all the time-varying
events. This energy-equivalent sound/noise descriptor is called Leq. The most common averaging
period is hourly, but Leq can describe any series of noise events of arbitrary duration.
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The scientific instrument used to measure noise is the sound level meter. Sound level meters can
accurately measure environmental noise levels to within about plus or minus 1 dBA. Various
computer models are used to predict environmental noise levels from sources, such as roadways
and airports. The accuracy of the predicted models depends upon the distance the receptor is
from the noise source. Close to the noise source, the models are accurate to within about plus or
minus 1 to 2 dBA.
Since the sensitivity to noise increases during the evening and at night -- because excessive noise
interferes with the ability to sleep -- 24-hour descriptors have been developed that incorporate
artificial noise penalties added to quiet-time noise events. The Community Noise Equivalent
Level (CNEL) is a measure of the cumulative noise exposure in a community, with a 5 dB
penalty added to evening (7:00 pm - 10:00 pm) and a 10 dB addition to nocturnal (10:00 pm 7:00 am) noise levels. The Day/Night Average Sound Level (Ldn) is essentially the same as
CNEL, with the exception that the evening time period is dropped and all occurrences during this
three-hour period are grouped into the daytime period.
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TABLE 1

Definition of Acoustical Terms Used in this Report

Term

Definition

Decibel, dB

A unit describing, the amplitude of sound, equal to 20 times the logarithm
to the base 10 of the ratio of the pressure of the sound measured to the
reference pressure. The reference pressure for air is 20 micro Pascals.

Sound Pressure Level

Sound pressure is the sound force per unit area, usually expressed in micro
Pascals (or 20 micro Newtons per square meter), where 1 Pascal is the
pressure resulting from a force of 1 Newton exerted over an area of 1
square meter. The sound pressure level is expressed in decibels as 20
times the logarithm to the base 10 of the ratio between the pressures
exerted by the sound to a reference sound pressure (e. g., 20 micro
Pascals). Sound pressure level is the quantity that is directly measured by
a sound level meter.
The number of complete pressure fluctuations per second above and
below atmospheric pressure. Normal human hearing is between 20 Hz and
20,000 Hz. Infrasonic sound are below 20 Hz and Ultrasonic sounds are
above 20,000 Hz.
The sound pressure level in decibels as measured on a sound level meter
using the A-weighting filter network. The A-weighting filter deemphasizes the very low and very high frequency components of the
sound in a manner similar to the frequency response of the human ear and
correlates well with subjective reactions to noise.

Frequency, Hz

A-Weighted Sound
Level, dBA

Equivalent Noise Level,
Leq

The average A-weighted noise level during the measurement period.

Lmax, Lmin

The maximum and minimum A-weighted noise level during the
measurement period.

L02, L08, L25, L50

The A-weighted noise levels that are exceeded 2%, 8%, 25%, and 50% of
the time during the measurement period.

Day/Night Noise Level,
Ldn or DNL

The average A-weighted noise level during a 24-hour day, obtained after
addition of 10 decibels to levels measured in the night between 10:00 pm
and 7:00 am.

Community Noise
Equivalent Level,
CNEL

The average A-weighted noise level during a 24-hour day, obtained after
addition of 5 decibels in the evening from 7:00 pm to 10:00 pm and after
addition of 10 decibels to sound levels measured in the night between 10:00
pm and 7:00 am.

Ambient Noise Level

The composite of noise from all sources near and far. The normal or
existing level of environmental noise at a given location.

Intrusive

That noise which intrudes over and above the existing ambient noise at a
given location. The relative intrusiveness of a sound depends upon its
amplitude, duration, frequency, and time of occurrence and tonal or
informational content as well as the prevailing ambient noise level.

Source: Handbook of Acoustical Measurements and Noise Control, Harris, 1998.
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TABLE 2

Typical Noise Levels in the Environment

Common Outdoor Activities

Noise Level (dBA)

110 dBA

Common Indoor Activities
Rock band

Jet fly-over at 1,000 feet

100 dBA
Gas lawn mower at 3 feet

90 dBA
Diesel truck at 50 feet at 50 mph

Food blender at 3 feet

80 dBA

Garbage disposal at 3 feet

70 dBA

Vacuum cleaner at 10 feet

Noisy urban area, daytime
Gas lawn mower, 100 feet
Commercial area
Heavy traffic at 300 feet

Normal speech at 3 feet

60 dBA

Quiet urban daytime

50 dBA

Large business office
Dishwasher in next room

Quiet urban nighttime
Quiet suburban nighttime

40 dBA

Theater, large conference room

30 dBA

Library
Bedroom at night, concert hall
(background)

Quiet rural nighttime
20 dBA

Broadcast/recording studio
10 dBA
0 dBA

Source: Technical Noise Supplement (TeNS), California Department of Transportation, September 2013.
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Regulatory Criteria
Goals, objectives, and policies designed to protect noise-sensitive uses from exposure to
excessive noise are set forth in the Noise Element of the Sonoma County General Plan 2020. The
primary goal of the Noise Element is to, “Protect people from the adverse effects of exposure to
excessive noise and to achieve an environment in which people and land uses function without
impairment from noise.”
Objectives and policies of the Noise Element that are applicable in the assessment of the
proposed project are as follows:
Objective NE-1.1:

Provide noise exposure information so that noise impacts may be
effectively evaluated in land use planning and project review.

Objective NE-1.2:

Develop and implement measures to avoid exposure of people to
excessive noise levels.

Objective NE-1.3:

Protect the present noise environment and prevent intrusion of new noise
sources which would substantially alter the noise environment.

Objective NE-1.4:

Mitigate noise from recreational and visitor serving uses.

Policy NE-1c:

Control non-transportation related noise from new projects. The total noise
level resulting from new sources shall not exceed the standards in Table
NE-2 of the recommended revised policies as measured at the exterior
property line of any adjacent noise sensitive land use. Limit exceptions to
the following:
(1)

If the ambient noise level exceeds the standard in Table NE-2,
adjust the standard to equal the ambient level, up to a maximum of
5 dBA above the standard, provided that no measurable increase
(i.e. +/- 1.5 dBA) shall be allowed.

(2)

Reduce the applicable standards in Table NE-2 by 5 dBA for
simple tone noises, noises consisting primarily of speech or music,
or for recurring impulsive noises, such as pile drivers and dog
barking at kennels.

(3)

Reduce the applicable standards in Table NE-2 by 5 decibels if the
proposed use exceeds the ambient level by 10 or more decibels.

(4)

For short-term noise sources, which are permitted to operate no
more than six days per year, such as concerts or race events, the
allowable noise exposures shown in Table NE-2 may be increased
by 5 dB. These events shall be subject to a noise management plan
including provisions for maximum noise level limits, noise
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monitoring, complaint response and allowable hours of operation.
The plan shall address potential cumulative noise impacts from all
events in the area.
(5)

Noise levels may be measured at the location of the outdoor
activity area of the noise sensitive land use, instead of at the
exterior property line of the adjacent noise sensitive use where:
(a) The property on which the noise sensitive use is located has
already been substantially developed pursuant to its existing
zoning, and
(b) There is available open land on these noise sensitive lands for
noise attenuation. This exception may not be used for vacant
properties, which are zoned to allow noise sensitive uses.

TABLE 3
Maximum Allowable Exterior Noise Exposures for Non-transportation Noise
Sources (Table NE-2)

1

Hourly Noise Metric1, dBA

Daytime
7 a.m. to 10 p.m.

Nighttime
10 p.m. to 7 a.m.

L50 (30 minutes in any hour)
L25 (15 minutes in any hour)
L08 (5 minutes in any hour)
L02 (1 minute in any hour)

50
55
60
65

45
50
55
60

The sound level exceeded n% of the time in any hour. For example, the L50 is the value exceeded 50% of the time or 30 minutes
in any hour; this is the median noise level. The L02 is the sound level exceeded 1 minute in any hour.

Existing Noise Environment
Ambient noise levels were measured at two locations along the property line of the project site
by Illingworth & Rodkin, Inc. between March 17, 2016 and March 23, 2016. Weather conditions
during this period were generally good with the exception of Sunday, March 20, 2016, and
Monday, March 21, 2016, when a small rain storm passed through the area. Figure 1 is a site
plan showing the noise monitoring locations (LT-1 and LT-2). The nearest residential land uses
are located northwest of the existing bottling building, near site LT-1, and at the northernmost
portion of the project site, near site LT-2.
Site LT-1 was located along the northwest property line of the project site, approximately 50 feet
from the existing bottling building. Figures 2 - 8 display the measured noise data over a daily
basis. Bottling occurring within the existing bottling building produced noise levels of
approximately 47 dBA L50 at Site LT-1. The sounds of clanging bottles and mechanical
equipment were audible during the measurement of bottling noise; however, the measured noise
levels were in compliance with the Sonoma County NE-2 noise limit of 50 dBA L50 for sounds
occurring for periods of 30 minutes or more in an hour during the daytime period. Construction
activities also occurred on the project site and at the adjacent residential land use throughout the
noise survey. Existing ambient day-night average noise levels at Site LT-1 ranged from 51 to 56
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dBA Ldn. The measured noise data are also summarized in terms of the metrics appropriate for
the Sonoma County noise performance standards and for hourly Leq in Table 4. The arithmetic
average noise level is given for each Ln descriptor throughout the daytime and nighttime periods.
The average noise levels were calculated for the overall measurement period including
extraneous sources of noise such as on-site and off-site construction activities, and periods of
inclement weather, as we as for Saturday, when such extraneous sources of noise did not occur.
As indicated below, daytime noise levels were approximately 0 to 1 dBA less on Saturday
without the extraneous sources of noise.
TABLE 4

Existing Noise Levels at LT-1

Time Period
L02
Daytime - Overall
Nighttime - Overall
Daytime - Saturday
Nighttime - Saturday

Average Hourly Noise Level, dBA
L08
L25
L50

55
49
55
49

52
46
51
47

49
45
48
45

47
42
46
42

Leq

49
44
49
44

Site LT-2 was similarly situated along the northwest property line of the project site, but nearer
to an existing Kinnybrook Drive residence that overlooks the project site. Figures 9 - 15 display
the measured noise data over a daily basis. In the absence of local construction noise, the noise
environment at this location results primarily from distant traffic along State Route 12 (SR 12)
and mechanical equipment on the project site (e.g., air compressors, glycol chiller, etc.). Ambient
L50 noise levels attributable to these distant noise sources were measured to be 43 dBA. Existing
ambient day-night average noise levels at Site LT-2 ranged from 50 to 54 dBA Ldn. Table 5
summarizes the arithmetic average of the noise data in terms of the metrics appropriate for the
Sonoma County noise performance standards and for hourly Leq. Daytime noise levels were
approximately 2 to 3 dBA less on Saturday without the inclusion of the extraneous sources of
noise.
TABLE 5

Existing Noise Levels at LT-2

Time Period
L02
Daytime - Overall
Nighttime - Overall
Daytime - Saturday
Nighttime - Saturday

54
47
52
45

Average Hourly Noise Level, dBA
L08
L25
L50

51
45
49
43
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48
43
46
41

47
41
44
40

Leq

48
42
46
41

Noise Assessment of Existing Plus Production Improvements Scenario
Production improvements, which have been approved by the County and are currently under
construction, include a new tank building for fermentation and storage tanks, the relocation of
the existing receiving area, and complete a loop road around the facility. The previous owner
conducted some aspects of certain white wine production offsite at another facility. The new
owner (Pernod Ricard) plans to return that portion of the white wine production (75,000 cases) to
the Kenwood Vineyards facility (currently, crushed, fermented and aged at the Korbel Winery in
Guerneville, west of Santa Rosa). Barrel aging will continue to be primarily performed at the
offsite warehouse facility. Wine distribution will continue to be primarily performed at the
offsite warehouse facility in the City of Napa. Improvements will largely be made within
existing development footprint and total production will not exceed current approved 500,000
cases. Figure 16 is a site plan of the production improvements.
The new tank building would include tanks, catwalks, and winery production equipment situated
between two existing fermentation buildings in order to minimize the visual impact while also
reducing noise levels from the production improvements. Construction of the new fermentation
building would displace an existing building and the winery’s grape receiving area. Crush
activities typically occur for a period of about 10 weeks per year; however, such activities would
not occur on a daily basis during this timeframe. Crush related activities are expected to occur
between the hours of 7:00 a.m. and 10:00 p.m., consistent with existing operations. Grapes
imported to the winery from off-site vineyards would be delivered via truck. Grape bins would
be unloaded from trucks with a forklift and delivered to the crush pad. Grapes are then
destemmed, pressed, and the juice is pumped into fermentation tanks located within the winery
production building. The majority of the noise sources associated with the crush include the
operation of hoppers, presses, destemmers, separators, crushers, air compressors, forklifts,
conveyors, trucks, etc. Average noise levels resulting from the crush are typically constant on an
hourly basis, producing average noise levels of 67 dBA Leq or L50 and discrete maximum noise
events of 70 to 80 dBA Lmax or L02 at 50 feet from the center of operations under unshielded
conditions.
Crush activities could occur as close as 365 feet from the residential property line northwest of
the site and 780 feet from the residential property line north of the site. At these distances, L50
noise levels during crush at 365 feet would be 50 dBA, and L50 noise levels during crush at 780
feet would be 43 dBA. Discrete maximum crush related noise would produce L02 levels of 63
dBA at 365 feet and 56 dBA at 780 feet. Tables 6 and 7, following, summarize the assessment of
crush related noise.
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TABLE 6

Crushing Related L50 Noise Levels

Receptor
Unadjusted Table NE-2 Limit
Ambient Noise Levels1
Ambient Exceeds Unadjusted Table
NE-2 Limit
Adjusted Table NE-2 Limits
Crush Noise Level
Operations Exceed Ambient by 10
dBA?
NE-2 Adjustment
Adjusted Table NE-2 Limit
Operations Exceed NE-2?
TABLE 7

L50
(Noise Level Exceeded 30 Minutes in any Hour)
Daytime
Daytime
Residence
Residence
(Represented by LT-1)
(Represented by LT-2)
50
50
46
44
No

No

50
50

50
43

No

No

0
50
No

0
50
No

Crushing Related L02 Noise Levels

Receptor
Unadjusted Table NE-2 Limit
Ambient Noise Levels2
Ambient Exceeds Unadjusted Table
NE-2 Limit
Adjusted Table NE-2 Limits
Crush Noise Level
Operations Exceed Ambient by 10
dBA?
NE-2 Adjustment
Adjusted Table NE-2 Limit
Operations Exceed NE-2?

L02
(Noise Level Exceeded 1 Minute in any Hour)
Daytime
Daytime
Residence
Residence
(Represented by LT-1)
(Represented by LT-2)
65
65
55
52

1

No

No

65
63

65
56

No

No

0
65
No

0
65
No

Ambient noise levels documented on Saturday, March 20, 2016 were used as the baseline for comparative
purposes in the noise assessment.
2
Ambient noise levels documented on Saturday, March 20, 2016 were used as the baseline for comparative
purposes in the noise assessment.
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An existing circulation road will be extended to complete a loop around the facility as part of the
approved production improvements. Autos and trucks would pass within approximately 15 feet
of the nearest residential property line northwest of the site and within approximately 650 feet of
the nearest property line to the north. According to the project’s traffic impact analysis3, there
would be a maximum of 3 outbound truck trips during the weekday PM peak hour or weekend
peak hour that would pass along the northwest property line of the project site assuming the
production improvements traffic scenario. Assuming this worst-case scenario, noise levels
generated by a heavy-duty truck would be about 86 dBA at a distance of 15 feet assuming a
travel speed of 15 mph. At a distance of about 170 feet, truck generated noise levels would be
about 65 dBA. At a distance of about 300 feet, truck generated noise levels would be reduced to
about 60 dBA, and would continue to lower as the truck circulates farther from the receiving
property line. At a distance of 650 feet, noise levels produced by a heavy-duty truck would be
about 53 dBA assuming a travel speed of 15 mph.
Assuming an average driveway speed of 15 mph (approximately 22 feet/second), noise levels
would exceed 65 dBA for about 8 seconds as a truck leaving the receiving area proceeds past the
property line of the receptors represented by LT-1. It would take approximately 14 seconds for
the truck to travel about 280 feet, and for noise levels to be reduced to 60 dBA. The total
duration of time where noise levels would exceed 65 dBA (1 Minute or L02 threshold) would be
about 24 seconds with three truck departures per hour. The total duration of time where noise
levels would exceed 60 dBA (5 Minutes or L08 threshold) would be about 42 seconds. The
amount of time that truck circulation noise levels would exceed the L02 or L08 noise thresholds
would be well below the allotted time allowed by Table NE-2 at the receptor represented by LT1. Trucks circulating at the project site would therefore be in compliance with the Table NE-2
standards at the nearest residential receivers to the northwest and north.
The production improvements also include a fire protection pump and tank located
approximately 140 feet from the residential property line northwest of the site and approximately
650 feet from the residential property line north of the site. In the event of an emergency, the fire
protection pump is powered by a diesel fire pump engine. Both the fire pump and engine would
be enclosed in a metal fire pump shed. The diesel engine exhaust would be muffled with a highperformance “hospital grade” muffler and would exit the building from east facade of the fire
pump shed.
To ensure proper operation of the fire protection pump and engine in the event of an emergency,
short duration tests would occur on a weekly basis. The tests would occur over a time period
periods of 10 minutes; therefore the applicable NE-2 noise limit would be the L08 noise threshold
which limits noise levels to 60 dBA where noise levels would be produced for a period of at least
5 minutes, but less than 15 minutes in any hour.
Fire protection pump engine testing would produce noise levels of 59 dBA at a distance of 140
feet from the residential property line northwest of the site and 46 dBA at a distance of 650 feet
from the residential property line north of the site. At these distances, L08 noise levels during
testing would be 1 dBA below the 60 dBA L08 noise limit at receptors represented by LT-1 and
3

Kenwood Vineyards Tasting Room Project Traffic Impact Analysis Final Report, Transpedia Consulting
Engineers, April 21, 2016.
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14 dBA below the 60 dBA L08 noise limit at receptors represented by LT-2. Table 8, following,
summarizes the assessment of fire protection pump related noise.
TABLE 8

Fire Protection Pump L08 Noise Levels

Receptor
Unadjusted Table NE-2 Limit
Ambient Noise Levels4
Ambient Exceeds Unadjusted Table
NE-2 Limit
Adjusted Table NE-2 Limit
Fire Protection Pump Noise Level
Operations Exceed Ambient by 10
dBA?
NE-2 Adjustment
Adjusted Table NE-2 Limit
Operations Exceed NE-2?

L08
(Noise Level Exceeded 5 Minutes in any Hour)
Daytime
Daytime
Residence
Residence
(Represented by LT-1)
(Represented by LT-2)
60
60
51
49
No

No

60
59

60
46

No

No

0
60
No

0
60
No

Noise Assessment of Facility Expansion Project
The proposed project would include replacement and relocation of the existing tasting room to a
new building onsite; new access driveway and parking for tasting room and retail sales building;
and removal of 4 acres of vineyard. The primary sources of noise associated with the project
include automobile and light vehicle circulating and parking near the proposed tasting room and
agriculture promotional events taking place at the tasting room building and the outdoor patio
area. Figure 17 is a site plan of the proposed project.
The operation of the project would generate additional traffic along SR 12 and the project
driveway. The traffic study indicates that the proposed project is expected to generate 239 net
trips on a weekday, of which 58 trips (16 inbound and 42 outbound) would occur during a
weekday pm peak hour; and 376 net trips on a weekend day, of which 81 trips (28 inbound and
53 outbound) would occur during weekend peak hour. Existing peak hour traffic volumes along
SR 12 are approximately 1,450 to 1,500 vehicles per hour, and the annual average daily traffic
(AADT) is approximately 15,700 to 16,100 vehicles per day in the vicinity of the project site.5
The additional trips resulting from the proposed project would not measurably increase existing
traffic noise levels along SR 12 as noise levels are calculated to increase by 0.2 dBA or less
during the peak hour and by 0.1 dBA or less when averaged over a daily basis. The predicted
noise increases due to project generated traffic are not measureable or perceptible.
4

Ambient noise levels documented on Saturday, March 20, 2016 were used as the baseline for comparative
purposes in the noise assessment.
5
2014 Traffic Volumes on the California State Highway System, Caltrans. Accessed via http://trafficcounts.dot.ca.gov/docs/2014_aadt_volumes.pdf
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Access to the new tasting room site would be provided by an extension of the existing driveway
around the east side of the winery. Automobile and light vehicle traffic accessing the tasting
room would occur during the daytime; therefore the daytime noise level limits established by
Sonoma County are used in the assessment. All activities would conclude prior to 10:00 p.m.,
and as such, the nighttime noise limits are not applicable in the assessment.
Vehicles accessing the parking lot, engine starts, and door slams would be the primary noise
sources, and such noise sources typically produce noise levels that range from 53 dBA to 63
dBA at 50 feet. The sounds of human voices are normally less. This analysis assumes that the
cumulative duration of noise from intermittent sounds occurring at or near the parking lot on a
typical day would be more than five minutes, but less than 15 minutes in any hour. Therefore, the
L08 would be the regulatory threshold applicable to the assessment of parking lot noise. On a
busy day, the noise from intermittent sounds occurring at or near the parking lot could exceed a
duration of 15 minutes in an hour, but would not likely exceed 30 minutes in any hour. In such a
case, the L25 would be the appropriate regulatory threshold and the noise limit would be 5 dBA
more restrictive than the L08 noise level limit.
Residential receptors northwest of the site, represented by measurement LT-1, would be located
approximately 380 feet from the tasting room parking lot. Residential receptors north of the site,
represented by measurement LT-2, would be located approximately 520 feet from the proposed
parking lot and would have direct line of sight to parking lot noise sources from their elevated
vantage point. Assuming standard hemispheric spreading losses from the parking lot pointsources of noise, and no excess attenuation due to ground absorption, approximately 18 to 20
dBA of attenuation would be expected at residential receptors represented by LT-1 and LT-2,
respectively, due to distance alone. The resultant noise levels at the property lines of the
residences are calculated to range from 35 to 45 dBA L08 at LT-1 and from 33 to 43 dBA L08 on
a typical day. The predicted noise level from activities within the parking lot on a typical day
would be 15 to 17 dBA or more below the daytime noise level threshold of 60 dBA L08 (see
Table 9). Similarly, on a busy day, predicted noise level from activities within the parking lot
would be 10 to 12 dBA or more below the daytime noise level threshold of 55 dBA L25 (see
Table 10). Noise resulting from the operation of the tasting room parking lot would therefore be
in the range of existing ambient noise levels during the daytime and would not exceed the Table
NE-2 noise limits contained in the Sonoma County General Plan. Since all activities would
conclude before 10:00 p.m., the nighttime noise limits are not applicable.
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TABLE 9

Parking Lot L08 Noise Levels

Receptor
Unadjusted Table NE-2 Limit
Ambient Noise Levels6
Ambient Exceeds Unadjusted Table
NE-2 Limit
Adjusted Table NE-2 Limit
Parking Lot Noise Level
Operations Exceed Ambient by 10
dBA?
NE-2 Adjustment
Adjusted Table NE-2 Limit
Operations Exceed NE-2?
TABLE 10

L08
(Noise Level Exceeded 5 Minutes in any Hour)
Daytime
Daytime
Residence
Residence
(Represented by LT-1)
(Represented by LT-2)
60
60
51
49
No

No

60
35 to 45

60
33 to 43

No

No

0
60
No

0
60
No

Parking Lot L25 Noise Levels

Receptor
Unadjusted Table NE-2 Limit
Ambient Noise Levels7
Ambient Exceeds Unadjusted Table
NE-2 Limit
Adjusted Table NE-2 Limit
Parking Lot Noise Level
Operations Exceed Ambient by 10
dBA?
NE-2 Adjustment
Adjusted Table NE-2 Limit
Operations Exceed NE-2?

L25
(Noise Level Exceeded 15 Minutes in any Hour)
Daytime
Daytime
Residence
Residence
(Represented by LT-1)
(Represented by LT-2)
55
55
48
46

6

No

No

55
35 to 45

55
33 to 43

No

No

0
55
No

0
55
No

Ambient noise levels documented on Saturday, March 20, 2016 were used as the baseline for comparative
purposes in the noise assessment.
7
Ambient noise levels documented on Saturday, March 20, 2016 were used as the baseline for comparative
purposes in the noise assessment.
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Kenwood Vineyards historically and currently holds agricultural promotional events throughout
the year including approximately 8 marketing events per year. Kenwood Vineyards proposes to
increase the number of marketing events to 22 per year. Kenwood Vineyards also plans to
continue to participate in industry wide promotional events. The events will be focused on
promotion of the agricultural products grown and produced onsite. No weddings or rental of the
facility for events are proposed. Event functions will occur between the hours of 7 a.m. and 10
p.m.; therefore the daytime noise level limits established by Sonoma County are used in the
assessment. The noise limits established by Sonoma County for nighttime noise are not
applicable and are not addressed in the analysis because all activities would conclude prior to
10:00 p.m.
The new retail sales and tasting room hours of operation will be unchanged, and will be 9:00 am
until 5:00 pm daily. Three visitor areas are proposed. The tasting room will offer a seated or
standing wine tasting with flights of wines offered at the bar area. The second area, the VIP
tasting room, will have seated tasting of wines offered with food pairings specifically selected to
complement the wines. A third tasting area will be on the outdoor terrace. Events will take place
at the tasting room building and the outdoor patio area. Amplified outdoor music is proposed in
the patio area.
Table 11, below, lists typical noise levels generated by small to moderate sized ag promotional
events at a distance of 50 feet from the source. The cumulative duration of noise from these
fairly continuous sounds would be more than 30 minutes in any hour. Therefore, the L50 would
be the applicable regulatory threshold.
TABLE 11
Levels)

Typical Noise Source Levels for Ag Promotional Events (A-Weighted L50

Event or Activity
Amplified Music* - (wedding or similar event)
Amplified Speech
Non-amplified Music
Films – Voices/Music
Raised Conversation

Typical Noise Level at 50 feet
72 dBA
71 dBA
67 dBA
64 dBA
64 dBA

* Planned events do not include weddings or concerts – such concert events would produce L50 sound levels up to 80
dBA at 50 feet.

The highest noise levels attributable to ag promotional events would result from amplified
outdoor music played outdoors (e.g., DJ or small band located in the patio area east of the tasting
room building). Such events would be expected to generate noise levels of approximately 72
dBA L50 at a distance of 50 feet from the noise source assuming free-field conditions.
Residential receptors northwest of the site, represented by measurement LT-1, would be located
approximately 600 feet from the proposed patio southeast of the tasting room. Residential
receptors north of the site, represented by measurement LT-2, would be located approximately
715 feet from the proposed patio southeast of the tasting room. Approximately 22 to 23 dBA of
attenuation would be expected due to the distance between the source of the noise and residential
receptors represented by LT-1 and LT-2. A minimum of 5 dBA of acoustical shielding would be
provided by the intervening tasting room building. The resulting noise level at the property line
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of the nearest residences is calculated to range from 44 to 45 dBA L50. The predicted noise level
from amplified music on the patio would not exceed the daytime noise level threshold at the
nearest residences due to the distance between the noise source and receptors and the acoustical
shielding provided by the new tasting room building. Table 12 summarizes the assessment of ag
promotional event noise occurring at the entry court at the worst-case receptors to the west and
south.
TABLE 12

Ag Promotional Event L50 Noise Levels – Outdoor Patio

Receptor
Unadjusted Table NE-2 Limit
Ambient Noise Levels8
Ambient Exceeds Unadjusted Table
NE-2 Limit
Adjusted Table NE-2 Limit (including 5
dBA penalty for speech or music)
Agriculture Promotional Event Noise
Level
Operations Exceed Ambient by 10
dBA?
NE-2 Adjustment
Adjusted Table NE-2 Limit
Operations Exceed NE-2?

L50
(Noise Level Exceeded 30 Minutes in any Hour)
Daytime
Daytime
Residence
Residence
(Represented by LT-1)
(Represented by LT-2)
50
50
46
44
No

No

45

45

45

44

No

No

0
45
No

0
45
No

Ag promotional events held indoors would produce lower noise levels at off-site receptor
locations because of the additional attenuation provided by the building housing the event.
Assuming that windows of the building are partially open for ventilation, the building would be
expected to provide about 15 dBA of noise reduction from the indoor noise level resulting in
operational noise levels well below the Table NE-2 noise standards at the nearest residential
receptors. No additional mitigation would be required for indoor ag promotional events, even
those including amplified music. Since all activities would conclude before 10:00 p.m., the
nighttime noise limits are not applicable.
Summary/Conclusions
Based on the above findings, noise associated with regular operations of the production
improvements and new tasting room, parking, or agriculture promotional events at Kenwood
Vineyards is not expected to exceed the applicable daytime NE-2 noise standards at any
residential property line in the site vicinity.
8

Ambient noise levels documented on Saturday, March 20, 2016 were used as the baseline for comparative
purposes in the noise assessment.
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FIGURE 1

Aerial Image Showing Noise Monitoring Locations and Receptors
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FIGURE 16 Site Plan Showiing Production
n Improvements
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FIGURE 17 Site Plan Showiing Tasting Room Improvemeents

